Everyday Leadership: Attitudes And Actions For Respect And Success (A Guidebook For Teens)
**Synopsis**

Written and experiential activities help teens discover their own leadership potential and develop skills that guide them to act responsibly and make a difference in the world around them. Teens gain a greater understanding of who they are, what matters to them, how that translates into leadership, and how leadership relates to everyday life. Written activities encourage reflection; "do something" activities call for commitment and action. Both enable teens to reach new levels of leadership. Created for use with Building Everyday Leadership in All Teens, this consumable guide also functions as a stand-alone resource for personal growth.
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**Customer Reviews**

necessary for the development of teenagers in our present society we live in. we use this in conjunction to the Bible.

I believe this used to be a spiral bound student edition, which was so simple to use. I use this in a high school Career & Family Leadership class along with the curriculum guide, the card set and the Teambuilding with Teens book. The whole set is fantastic!

I run a summer camp CIT program and I highly recommend this book!
My students have enjoyed this book. They are able to move around and apply what they learn. Great classroom discussions
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